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Joseph Hu's complex body of works quietly entice the viewer to confront the uncanny. Within his oeuvre of sculpture, painting and installation, Hu remakes life with an impeccable simulacra that holds traces of otherness, of melancholia and a distinct optimism in the belief of the everyday. Hu's sense of the wondrous is deeply rooted in the mundane and the minutiae of his life, and its objects. It is this very embrace of the everyday that instills Hu's work with its transformative power. The choice of objects spark a sense of wonder in their familiarity, whether the object is from his home, his studio or the environment. Hu's objects become an other, a more sublime specimen than the original through his craft.

In works such as Les Animaux des Montagne, Prismacolor, Please Follow Me and the precise Sea Glass and Such (The Image in Memory) Hu brings forth an uncanny collection that plays with our longing for a more perfect memory. The virtuoso simulacrum is intensified by the banality of Hu's material choices. Moving seamlessly through paper, plaster, resin and cardboard, Hu's work reveals an obsessive craftsmanship that captures the audience with its engaging mimicry. Notably, his installation Forest Reverie made from paper, cardboard and glue, reveals an obsessive quality of making that transforms watercolor and paper into a intricate mass of leaves. In Forest Reverie, an intriguing hallmark of Hu's work, his use of what is not there, exquisitely renders the treeless branches into moments of pure contemplation.

Hu's work transforms the mundane and captures the imagination through his use of the uncanny, tapping into a deep need to contemplate the origins of our simulacrum. His thoughtful approach to the art object becomes a wondrous gift of his everyday world remade through the longing of the human heart and hand.
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Prismacolor. 2007. acrylic on cardboard, glue, 57 pieces.
7 7/8 x 9 3/4 x 6 1/4 inches overall.

11 1/8 x 13 1/8 x 1 1/8 inches.